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Foreword
What is AppBasic?

Foreword
What is
AppBasic?

AppBasic is an Integrated Development Environment* (IDE) which
provides a user-friendly framework for the creation of standard RISC
OS applications. Its use hugely speeds up the process of application
development. Wherever possible, existing third-party applications have
been integrated with AppBasic's in-built tools to provide some of the
component parts of the environment. In particular:
• Interpreter
AppBasic uses the in-built RISC OS BASIC interpreter
• Source code editor
Either of the main† RISC OS editors - StrongEd or Zap - can
be used with AppBasic.
• Wimp library
The RISC OS Toolbox - available on RISCOS 3.1 and later provides the interface between applications and the Wimp.
• GUI
The Toolbox editor !ResEd‡ provides an excellent graphical
interface for editing the resource files which contain templates
for the objects (windows, menus, dialogue boxes, ...) used by
the application.
• Debugger
• AppBasic automatically ensures that BASIC program
errors are reported using error throwback.
• AppBasic applications always work so debugging can
be undertaken "on the job"
• The RISC OS application ResTest allows you to check
the appearance and behaviour of all the objects in your
resource file and to monitor the flow of Toolbox and
Wimp event codes inside an event log window .
• Compilers and compressors
Depending on your setup, programs can be instantly compiled
or compacted using
• the ABC compiler
• StrongBS
• BASCompress
• Shrink
• Libraries
AppBasic provides a well-documented library of Toolbox
methods and utilities.

*
†
‡

Perhaps the best-known example of an IDE is Microsoft's Virtual Basic
!Edit can be used but is more limited due to its non-implementation of error throwback.
ResEd can be purchased with the C/C++ development suite. An earlier version is available for download - free
of charge - from the AppBasic website.
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Why should I
use AppBasic?

AppBasic provides a way to produce RISC OS applications which is
significantly faster and much easier than any other environment which is
currently available:
• Many aspects of application production are just ‘clerking’ and,
wherever possible, AppBasic has addressed this by providing
easy-to-use desktop tools
• It has not been widely realised that, at root base, most Toolbox
programs have an identical structure. AppBasic takes
advantage of this by writing the core of your main program for
you - based on the code which you provide. As you will see,
this is very efficient and produces a result which is virtually
identical to the code you would have written yourself, had you
not used AppBasic; but it is much quicker and makes for an
easier programming environment
• AppBasic is not a library.
Although Toolbox and Utils libraries are provided they need
not be used. The Toolbox library is simply a veneer-library
for the Toolbox methods - the equivalent of the C/C++
Toolbox library.
• Language independent techniques
The techniques used when programming an AppBasic
application are identical to those for any other language.
• BASIC is efficient
BASIC is a good language for writing Toolbox applications*.
It is the Toolbox modules which do all the work. All that
BASIC - or any other language - does is to send instructions
to the modules.

Installing
AppBasic

1 Copy !AppBasic to a suitable place on your hard disc. It
should run when double-clicked†.
2
Make sure that a recent‡ copy of !StrongHelp will be
seen by by the filer when AppBasic is run
3 Add the StrongHelp manual AppBasic to your copy of
!Manuals.

!Manuals

*
†
‡

AppBasic

We are referring here to the desktop ’front-end’ aspects of the application. What the application ultimately does
might be compute-bound - requiring a compiled program.
If you do not have a copy of ABCLib 4.14 already installed then merge the !System, supplied with AppBasic,
with your !System.
At least 2.84+
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1 Introduction to AppBasic
AppBasic’s
‘Front End’

When run, !AppBasic places its icon on the left iconbar. Selecting the
iconbar icon displays a window on the desktop:
Main toolbar
External info

Make new
application
Current
application

Toolbox and Utils
libraries

AppBasic main window

The application, which is currently being edited, is represented in this
window by its icon. The tools, used to edit the application, are
represented by the icons in the main toolbar.
Interactive help
Immediate help is available via the desktop in two ways:
• Run the RISC OS !Help application and place the mousepointer over an icon
• Select the 'menu' button over an icon. This pops up a menu
containing an entry marked Help.... Select this entry to display
a detailed StrongHelp manual about the feature represented by
the icon
The current
application

*

An application* becomes the current application by dragging it onto
AppBasic’s window or double-clicking its icon in a Filer display, while
holding down the Ctrl key. The application icon, in the AppBasic
window, acts as a “pointer” to the original application in the Filer

The application must be in AppBasic form
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Creating a new application

display:
• Double-clicking, runs the application
• Double-clicking, while holding down the Shift key, opens the
application’s main resources directory
• Double-clicking, while holding down the Ctrl key, opens the
application’s !RunImage directory
• Double-clicking, while holding down the Alt key, displays the
contents of the application’s resfile*
• Double-clicking, while holding down the Ctrl key and Shift
key, opens the Filer display containing the application.
Creating a new
application

A new application is instantly created by
• Selecting the “Make” icon in !AppBasic's external toolbar.
This pops up a standard save dialogue box:

• Simply give the application a name and drag to a Filer display
in the usual way.
Newly-created applications immediately become AppBasic’s current
application. When run they place their icon on the iconbar and can be
quit from the iconbar menu.
AppBasic
applications

The application’s main resources directory is displayed by shift-doubleclicking its icon in a Filer display or in AppBasic’s main window.

Main resources directory

There are two main differences from normal:
• There is an ‘extra’ file named Modules
• !RunImage is a directory (instead of the more usual BASIC
file)
Modules file
The file Modules contains the commands for ensuring the presence of
*

This requires !ResEd to have been “seen” by the Filer. By resfile we mean the application’s Toolbox resource
file.
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Converting a !RunImage directory to a single file

the appropriate Toolbox modules. It is executed from the !Run file. The
RMEnsure commands it contains are automatically updated - based on
an inspection of the contents of the res file - each time the application is
run. (If wished, the contents of Modules can be moved into !Run, when a
final version of the application is produced).
!RunImage directory
The reason that !RunImage takes the form of an application directory is
to provide BASIC with a multifile* programming environment, in the
manner of C and other high-level languages. For an AppBasic
application, the programmer writes code in the form of BASIC
procedures defined in files which are placed - at any level - in the
!RunImage directory.

!RunImage directory

When the application is run the AppBasic manager reads the contents of
the BASIC files in !RunImage and constructs an appropriate main
program to which the files are appended.
Converting a
!RunImage
directory to a
single file

Converting a !RunImage directory to a single file is very easy to do:
1 Select the “Compress” icon in the main toolbar and a dialogue
box opens

2 Then select the Compress action button to produce a single
!RunImage file
Following compression the application’s main resources directory takes
the form

source code

A compressed main resources directory

where !RunImage is the program which AppBasic constructs from the
contents of the !RunImage directory. The !RunImage directory has been
*

Desktop programs quickly become large and difficult to edit in the form of a single file. Also a desktop program
has an intrinsic tree structure which is more readily reflected by a multifile environment.
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renamed as a directory whose name is the same as the application but
ending with an exclamation mark (!). The contents of this directory are
referred to as the application’s source code*. A compressed application
which contains its source code is still an AppBasic application and can
be restored to edit form (decompressed) by selecting the Compress icon
in the main toolbar† .
Compression method
The compression method can be selected from the hidden menu‡
attached to the popup gadget in the Compression dbox. The standard
method does not compact the code although it does remove all unused
procedure definitions as well as reporting if any procedures are defined
in !RunImage more than once. The other methods call the standard
method and go on to compact the code; see Appendix for details.
A Worked
Example:
“Hello world”

Traditionally the first programming example in a primer is "Hello
world"§. For AppBasic and the Toolbox such an application can be
constructed without writing a single byte of code!:
Example 1
Hello World
1 Create a new application
2 Display the application's resfile¶

Resfile display

3 Add a window template
i) Open ResEd’s object prototypes window**

Object prototypes

*
†

In a final version of the application the source code can be removed and stored for safekeeping.
In fact, selecting any icon in the main toolbar will instantly decompress a compressed application. (AppBasic
assumes that, if you select a tool, you must want to do some more editing). Decompression can also be easily
done ‘by hand’ - just delete the !RunImage file and rename the source code directory !RunImage.
‡ If a method is not available its menu-entry will be faded
§ “A "hello world" program is a computer program that prints out "Hello, World!" on a display device. It is used
in many introductory tutorials for teaching a programming language. Such a program is typically one of the
simplest programs possible in a computer language.” Wikipedia
¶ Alt-double-click the application's icon in AppBasic's main window
** Click ResEd's iconbar icon with the right mouse button
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ii) Drag a Window prototype onto the application's
resfile display
4 Attach the window template to the iconbar icon
i) Double-click the Iconbar template in the application’s
resfile display to open its edit dbox.
ii) Select the edit dbox' Show object option button*
iii) Drag the Window template (in the resfile display) to
the writable gadget.

Attaching a Window template

iv) Select the OK action button in the edit dbox.
5 Add a 'Hello world' gadget to window
i) Double-click the Window template in the
application’s resfile display. (This displays a ’clone’
of the window on the desktop).
ii) Press the menu button over the window and select
the Gadgets... entry. (This displays the Gadgets
window).
iii) Drag a Display gadget onto the
window. Double-click the
display gadget to open its edit
dbox and replace the text with
Hello world . Save by selecting the dbox’ OK button.
iv) Save the resfile
6 Run the application
When the iconbar is selected a window is displayed showing
the text Hello world

*

in the Select button panel
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“Hello World“ method 2

An “Hello World” application can be produced without editing resfiles.
Example 2
"Hello world"
via an event-handler
1 Create a new application
2 Insert an iconbar event-handler
i)

Select the Handlers icon in the main toolbar

ii) Select the Iconbar submenu entry from the menu
which is popped up. (This places a BASIC file named
Iconbar in !RunImage)

Event handlers menu

3 Load the file Iconbar into your BASIC editor
The skeleton definition of the iconbar* event-handler is
DEF PROCDealWith_IconBar(event,object,component)
CASE event OF
WHEN Iconbar_Clicked
CASE button OF
WHEN 0 : REM Select
WHEN 1 : REM Adjust
ENDCASE
WHEN Iconbar_SelectAboutToBeShown
WHEN Iconbar_AdjustAboutToBeShown
ENDCASE
ENDPROC
*

This procedure is called whenever a Toolbox event occurs which originates in an object of the Iconbar class.
You can respond to such events by editing the definition of the event-handler.
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• The value of the argument event is an integer which
identifies the event which has occurred*.
• The value of the argument object is an integer which
identifies the particular object where the event has
occurred. (Usually - but not always - there is only one
object of class Iconbar, so the object id is not needed).
• The value of the argument button is an integer which
identifies which particular mouse button was used
when the Iconbar_Clicked event occurs†.
4 Amend the event-handler definition‡
DEF PROCDealWith_IconBar(event,object,component)
CASE event OF
WHEN Iconbar_Clicked
CASE button OF
WHEN 0 : PROCUtils_Alert("Hello world")
ENDCASE
ENDCASE
ENDPROC

5 Run the application

AppBasic
version of
MinApp

How efficient is AppBasic? A simple way of answering this is to make
a comparison with the same application when written in a different
language. The application !MinApp was written by Acorn to
demonstrate the significant reduction in coding which occurs when
using the Toolbox. The original version of MinApp is written in C and
compiled; an AppBasic version is easy to produce - without even
writing a single byte of code:
Example 3
MinApp
1 Make a copy of !MinApp and replace the !RunImage file
with a standard AppBasic !RunImage directory§.
You now have a working application; when run for the first
time the AppBasic manager will ask you if the system
variable MinApp$Dir can be used to locate the application’s
resource files - simply answer OK.
2 Quitting from Iconbar menu

*
†
‡
§

All the standard Toolbox event codes - such as Iconbar_Clicked - are represented by manifest constants.
Apart from Iconbar_Clicked, the argument button has no meaning for other events occurring in objects of
Iconbar class
The procedure PROCUtils_Alert() is an in-built AppBasic utility which places its (string) argument on the
desktop in a standard RISC OS ‘Alert’ dbox.
Just make a new app and copy its !RunImage directory
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The only difference is that the AppBasic version does not
respond to the iconbar menu’s Quit entry*. This is easily
amended:
• Open MinApp’s resfile display and
double-click the IbarMenu template. This
opens the menu’s edit display:

• Now double-click the Quit entry to open its edit dbox.
In the Click action pane change the value in the
writable icon from &1 to &82A91 . Select OK and
save the resfile.

insert
Quit_Quit
event

3 Run the application
The application will now quit from the iconbar menu in the
expected manner†.
We are now in a position to make comparisons with the original C
version of MinApp:
• Size of program
The original (compiled) !RunImage is 5071 bytes. If Shrink‡ is
used to compress the AppBasic application then a !RunImage
file of only 647 bytes is produced. (The compacters StrongBS
and BASCompress can reduce this even further)
• Memory
The WimpSlot set in MinApp’s !Run file is 32K. This can be
reduced to 16K for AppBasic’s Shrink version but NOT for
the original compiled !RunImage.
• Speed of operation
*
†
‡

You can quit any AppBasic application from the Task manager display which is opened by selecting the
switcher - the most leftward iconbar icon.
The number &82A91 is the value of the Toolbox event Quit_Quit which - for AppBasic applications - is
automatically trapped and causes the application to close down
Shrink works on all versions of RISC OS
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As anyone who inspects both versions of MinApp will see, the
AppBasic version of !RunImage is just as efficient in
operation as the compiled original. This is because in both
cases it is the Toolbox modules which do the work. The
programming language is only being used to send instructions
to the language-independent Toolbox modules.
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2. Setting up your environment
The Info window

Selecting the info icon in the external toolbar opens AppBasic’s
’Info’window which contains three directory icons

AppBasic Info

These directories - all subdirectories of !AppBasic - are used for storing
information of a ’global’ nature which will be often needed when
programming.
Guides

Selecting the Guides icon opens* a directory containing† files whose
icons look like a book. These files are pointers‡ to files stored
elsewhere. When the pointer-file is double clicked the target file is
Filer_Run.

Guides directory

Adding pointer-files
To add a pointer-file just drag the original file (PDF, HTML, ...) onto
the Info window (not the Guides window) above. Pointers you should
consider adding are to your copies of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programmers Reference Manuals
User Interface Toolbox
AppBasic (this guide)
BASIC
ABC compiler
Style Guide
Assembler
RISCOS 3 User Guide

etc.
*
†
‡

If you Shift-select the Guides icon, the directory will be fully opened for editing
Initially the Guides directory will be empty
Rather like a URL file
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StrongHelp manuals
Selecting StrongHelp’s iconbar icon displays the contents of your
!Manuals directory.

Among the freeware manuals you should obtain are Toolbox, Wimp,
SWI, OS, BASIC
External tools

Selecting the External tools icon opens* a directory containing†
applications . These are pseudo-applications which point to applications
stored elsewhere‡ on your computer.

External tools

When the pseudo-application is double clicked the target app is
Filer_Run.
Adding an external tool
To add a pseudo application just drag its original onto the AppBasic Info
window (not the Tools window). Tools which you should consider
adding to your environment are:
• !ABC
Basic compiler. Works on all versions of RISC OS except A9
• !BasConv
Basic compacter. Does not work on 32bit systems such as
Iyonix and A9.
• !CCRes
*
†
‡

If you Shift-select the External tools icon, the directory will be fully opened for editing
Initially the Guides directory will be empty
In the same manner as the pseudo-applications in the iconbar Apps (Resources) directory
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
Examples

Freeware non-GUI editor for Toolbox resource files
!PDF
Freeware PDF document reader
ResEd
Necessary GUI editor for Toolbox resource files. There is a
free (earlier) version* which is downloadable from the
AppBasic website
ResTest
GUI debugger. Not freeware. Is supplied with the C/C++
package
!Shrink_PD
Public domain BASIC compacter. Works on all versions of
RISC OS
!StrongBS
Very powerful, public domain BASIC compacter. Requires
Aemulor for 32bit systems
!StrongED
Excellent, powerful freeware text-editor
!StrongHlp
Necessary. Excellent freeware browser for RISC OS
!Zap
Excellent freeware text-editor

Selecting the Examples icon (in the AppBasic Info window) opens† a
directory containing several AppBasic applications . These are actual
applications - with !RunImage directories - and most with Help files‡
giving detailed information on how the application was constructed.

Examples directory

At this stage it is recommended that you practice compressing/
decompressing these applications using a variety of the methods which
are available to you.

*
†
‡

The freeware version of ResEd requires Aemulor on 32bit systems
If you Shift-select the Examples icon, the directory will be fully opened for editing
in the form of a StrongHelp manual
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3. The RISC OS Toolbox
Toolbox
modules

The Toolbox is a set of relocatable modules which simplify the task of
writing high-quality, desktop applications. Applications which use the
Toolbox automatically comply with the RISC OS 3 Style Guide and will
run under all versions of the OS from 3.10 onwards. There is a (PDF)
Toolbox instruction manual in the form of User Interface Toolbox
distributed with the RISC OS Programmers Reference Manuals. At the
time of writing, the most recent modules, suitable* for use with all
versions of RISC OS 3.1x - 5.x can be downloaded free-of-charge from
RISC OS Ltd

RMEnsure

Applications must ensure that the appropriate Toolbox modules are in
place. This is usually done by issuing† a sequence of command pairs:
RMEnsure Module 0.00 RMLoad System:Modules.Toolbox.Module
RMEnsure Module x.xx Error Application requires Module x.xx

• The first command ensures that the required module is loaded
and, if not, fetches it from !System
• The second command ensures that the module is version x.xx
(or higher) - if not, the application ceases execution and issues
an error warning.
It is a tedious chore to keep these commands up to date so AppBasic
does it for you. Each time an application‡ is run the resource file is
inspected and the appropriate commands written to the obey file
Modules, at the top level of the main resources directory.
There might be other modules required than just those demanded by the
resfile. Selecting the Modules tool from AppBasic’s main toolbar opens
a dbox.

Selecting the RMEnsure action button in this dbox updates the Modules
file according to the choices in this display. You should also deselect the
Auto option, otherwise the next time the application is run the Modules
file will be overwritten with RMEnsure commands which relate only to
the resfile’s contents.
Module versions
The version numbers which AppBasic uses when it writes RMEnsure
*
†
‡

To use with Iyonix the freeware Toolbox configuration tool from the AppBasic website is required
from the !Run file
The application must be in edit form - i.e. have a !RunImage directory
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Resource files

commands are those in the dialogue box which is opened by Adjustselecting the Modules icon in the main toolbar.

Module versions

• Selecting the ROM action button shows the version numbers
of the computer’s ROM modules
• Selecting the System action button shows the version numbers
of the modules (if any) stored in !System
• Selecting the Zero action button sets all versions to 0.00
•
Dragging a module file (or a collection) onto the
window enters the module’s version number
Resource files

The heart of a Toolbox application is its resource file (or resfile) which
contains templates from which the application's objects (Windows,
menus, dialogue boxes, ...) are created. Resfiles are edited using the
editor ResEd. A detailed manual for its use is provided in Chapter 17
User Interface Toolbox although a few tips are provided in this manual.
The contents of the resfile can be shown in the manner of a Filer display:

Resfile display

If ResEd has been “seen“ by the Filer an application’s resfile can be
displayed using any of the following methods:
• Double-click the file res
• Alt-double-click the application’s icon in AppBasic’s main
window
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Objects

• Drag the res file onto ResEd’s iconbar icon
Adding templates to a resfile
The objects prototypes window is opened by Adjust-selecting ResEd’s
iconbar icon

Prototypes

Each prototype is a class of object. Dragging a prototype from this
window to the resfile display adds a new template to the resfile.
Copying templates
Dragging a resfile template while holding down the shift key adds a
cloned copy to the resfile.
Objects

The objects displayed on the desktop are created from resfile-templates
using a command* such as
SYS "Toolbox_CreateObject",,"mytemplate" TO object

where "mytemplate" is the name of the template and object is a 32 bit
integer - object id - returned by the Toolbox to identify the object.
Shared objects
• In general, each application of the "Toolbox_CreateObject"
command, applied to the same template, creates different
objects with different ids
• If a template’s “Shared object” radio button in the Object
flags† dialogue box is selected, then further applications of
"Toolbox_CreateObject" to the template simply return the
unique object id.

Object flags
*
†

You can alternatively use the AppBasic veneer PROCToolbox_CreateObject("mytemplate",object)
The Object flags dialogue box can be opened from the template’s popup menu
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When an application will only ever make one object from a template it is
good practice to mark its template as shared.
Auto create
The object flags for a template can be set to Auto-create. This bypasses
the need for a Toolbox_CreateObject command being given in the
application’s program.
Displaying objects on the desktop
Objects are displayed on the desktop by giving a command* such as
SYS "Toolbox_ShowObject",,object,showtype

where object is the object’s id and showtype has any of the values:
showtype
0
1
2
3
4

meaning
Show in default place
Show full spec
Show top left
Show in centre of scree
Show at pointer

Auto show
The object flags for a template can be set to Auto-show. This bypasses
the need for a Toolbox_ShowObject command being given in the
application’s program†.
Attached
objects

Certain objects allow other objects to be attached to them.
Example 4
Attaching a “popup”menu to a window
so that pressing the menu button over the window will
popup the menu.
1 Double click the window’s template in the resfile display.
This causes a ’clone’ of the window to be displayed on the
desktop
2 Double-click the window.
This opens the window’s edit dbox.
3 Select the Show menu option and drag the menu template
to the writable icon then select the OK action button to
update the window.

*
†

Alternatively you can use the veneer PROCToolbox_ShowObject(object,showtype)
When AppBasic creates a new application the iconbar object’s auto-show and auto-create flags are set. This is
why the application places its icon on the iconbar without any code needing to be written.
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Components

Attaching a menu to a window

Example 5
Attaching submenus
1

Double-click the menu’s template
This displays its edit-representation

2 Double-click the entry to which the submenu is to be
attached.
This opens the menu-entry’s edit dbox:

Select
Option buttons

3 Select the Has submenu and Show object option buttons
and drag the submenu’s template to the writable gadget.
Now select the OK button.
Submenus can themselves have further submenus attached – thus
forming an attachment tree. When an object is created, all of its attached
objects are also created, and a Toolbox_ObjectAutoCreated event is
raised for each element.
Components

An object ‘component’ defines one of a set of distinct parts which make
up an object; for example a menu entry is a component of a Menu
22
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Components

object, and a gadget (see later) is a component of a Window object. A
component is allocated a component id by which to identify it uniquely
within its containing object; this component id is chosen by you the
programmer.
Type of object
Menu entries
Window gadgets

Component ids
0,1,2,...,&FFFFFFFD
0,1,2,...&7FFFFF

Gadgets
A gadget is a component part of a Window which provides functionality
(for example, a button or a slider). Within the window they have unique
component ids.

Some examples of window gadgets

To add a gadget to a window
1 Double-click the window template to open is edit-version on
the desktop
2 Popup the window’s edit menu and select the Gadgets... entry

Adding a gadget

3 Drag the type of gadget you want onto the window and
position it as desired. A component id is automatically
23
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assigned (the next highest available) but this can be changed
by double-clicking the gadget to display its edit dialogue box.
Toolbox
methods

Toolbox objects are manipulated using language-independent SWIs known as methods. E.g. Toolbox_CreateObject which we encountered
earlier in this chapter. AppBasic provides a complete list of Toolbox
methods documented in the form of a StrongHelp manual. Selecting an
icon from the Toolbox pane in AppBasic’s main window displays* the
documentation for the SWIs associated with that icon (object class).

Toolbox library pane

Each method has a StrongHelp page devoted to it. E.g.

AppBasic library page for Toolbox_CreateObject

• If the blue pencil icon is selected a BASIC veneer† for the
SWI is written at the caret (usually in a text editor window)
• If the green pencil icon is selected, the SYS form of the SWI
is written.
The description refers to the BASIC veneer. The documentation for the
underlying SWI can be found in the StrongHelp manual Toolbox which
should also be placed in your copy of !Manuals. Selecting the white info
icon in the AppBasic library page will display the appropriate page in
this manual.

*
†

SWI documentation is located in the manual AppBasic which must placed in the !Manuals directory
A BASIC veneer is a PROC which calls the SWI for you
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4. Event Handling
Events and
handlers

The essential core of an application's program is a description of how it
is to respond to desktop events such as selecting a menu entry, clicking
an action button, pressing a key, etc. The simplicity of AppBasic is that
it is only this code which the programmer needs to provide. When an
event occurs one or more procedures from a collection - known as
event-handlers - are called. If the programmer requires the application
to respond to an event, a definition of an appropriate event-handler is
placed in !RunImage. The list of handlers can be found via the menu
which is attached to the Handlers icon in AppBasic’s main toolbar:

‘Handlers’ menu

• “Handlers” all have names beginning PROCDealWith_
• Selecting a submenu-entry places a BASIC file in !RunImage
containing a skeleton definition of the corresponding eventhandler
• If the Fade entries item is selected then entries in the
submenus are faded if !RunImage already contains a definition
of that event-handler
• Selecting the Help... menu-entry displays documentation
about the collection of event-handlers
• Adjust-selecting the Handlers icon lists* all event handlers
currently defined in !RunImage.
How AppBasic
works

AppBasic “reads” the contents of the !RunImage directory, noting which
event-handlers are present and the main program is automatically
constructed†. The program which is written does not involve a lot of
code - only a few hundred bytes - and is very efficient‡. The advantages
of the AppBasic approach are:
• Reduction of programming
Code is only required for the irreducible core of the

*
†
‡

In an editor’s throwback window
Any unused DEFs in !RunImage - i.e. which are not called - are removed
If the main program were written by hand, it could differ very little from what AppBasic produces automatically.
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•

•

•

•

Poll events

application - i.e. the description of how to respond to events
Programming focus
The programmer's attention is always directed to the central
event-handling activities and not to secondary issues of
organisation and ‘clerking’.
Easy debugging
With AppBasic, the programmer always has a working
application, making it possible to instantly test the effects of
any proposed changes and edits
Readable programs
Source programs only contain the event-handling code. This
makes them highly readable and easy to follow - very useful
when there are gaps between programming sessions or other
programmers are involved
Efficient
Only the minimal code required to support the user's eventhandling routines is written by AppBasic. The aim is to
produce essentially the same program as would have been
written had AppBasic never been used.

The central feature of a desktop application is a poll-loop* whereby the
application asks the task manager (or Wimp) to supply information about
events such as selecting a menu entry, clicking an action button,
pressing a key, etc.,which the application wishes to respond to. There
are two main types of poll-event:
• Toolbox events
These are essentially an abstraction on Wimp events and are
generated by the Toolbox modules in response to user
interaction with Toolbox objects.
• Wimp events
These are basic events which occur at a much lower-level of
abstraction than Toolbox events.

Toolbox events

All Toolbox events call the event handler
PROCDealWith_ToolboxEvent(event,object,component)

The arguments are
• event - the event id - the 32 bit integer which identifies the
Toolbox event E.g. Menu_Selection=&828C3
In an AppBasic program, all the standard event ids are
predefined as variables.
• object - the object id - the unique integer for identifying the
object which is- assigned by the Toolbox when the object is
first created. The value 0 has the meaning "no object".
• component - the integer which identifies the component part,
if any, of the object where the event occurred. The value -1
*

AppBasic organises the polling loop for you
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has the meaning "no component"
The following example reports a Toolbox event whenever it 'receives'
one:
Example 6
Reports all Toolbox events
1 Create a new application
2 Insert a skeleton Toolbox event-handler in !RunImage*
3 Amend handler to
DEF PROCDealWith_ToolboxEvent(event,object,component)
LOCAL event$,object$
event$=FNUtils_ToolboxEvent(event)†
object$=FNUtils_Object(object)‡
PROCUtils_Alert(event$+" in "+object$)
ENDPROC

4 Run the application

Toolbox object-class handlers
If a Toolbox event originates in an object belonging to one of the
standard classes, a corresponding class-handler is called.
PROCDealWith_ColourDbox

PROCDealWith_FontDbox

PROCDealWith_PrintDbox

PROCDealWith_ColourMenu

PROCDealWith_FontMenu

PROCDealWith_ProgInfo

PROCDealWith_DCS

PROCDealWith_Iconbar

PROCDealWith_Quit

PROCDealWith_FileInfo

PROCDealWith_Menu

PROCDealWith_SaveAs

PROCDealWith_Scale

PROCDealWith_Window

Toolbox class handlers

E.g. An event originating in an iconbar object would call
PROCDealWith_Iconbar(event,object,component)

Example 7
An alternativeApps
This application places an icon on the left iconbar which, when
selected, displays the Apps and Resources directories

Apps

1 Create a new app
*
†
‡

Via the entry in the Handlers menu; see above.
FNUtils_ToolboxEvent(event) is an inbuilt AppBasic utility which returns the name of the event
FNUtils_Object(object) is an inbuilt-AppBasic utility which returns the name of the (resfile) template from
which the object whose id is object.
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2 Edit iconbar template
Double-click the Iconbar template to open its edit dbox.
Change the name of the sprite to ROMApps and the icon text
to Apps.
Select
position
Select
option buttons

Edit
names

Select
priority

3 Add Iconbar event handler
REM Iconbar
DEF PROCDealWith_Iconbar(event,object,component)
CASE event OF
WHEN Iconbar_Clicked
CASE component OF
WHEN 0 : PROCOpenDir("Resources:$.Apps") :REM Select
WHEN 1 : PROCOpenDir("Resources:$") : REM Adjust
ENDCASE
WHEN Iconbar_SelectAboutToBeShown
WHEN Iconbar_AdjustAboutToBeShown
ENDCASE
ENDPROC
DEF PROCOpenDir(dir$)
OSCLI("Filer_OpenDir "+dir$)
ENDPROC

4 Run the application
The iconbar icon will be placed on the left-hand side of the
iconbar. Selecting the icon opens the Apps directory; adjustselecting opens the top level of Resources.
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Wimp events

Poll events which are not Toolbox events are Wimp events. All Wimp
events call the handler
PROCDealWith_WimpEvent(event)

where event is a unique integer 0,1,2,...,19 known as the reason (or poll)
code.
Example 8
Reporting Wimp events
1 To the application in Example 6 add the event-handler
DEF PROCDealWith_WimpEvent(event)
CASE event OF
WHEN 0
: REM Null reason
OTHERWISE : PROCUtils_Alert("Wimp event: "+STR$event)
ENDCASE
ENDPROC

2 Run the application
This application will report every Toolbox and Wimp event
(except the null event) as they occur
There are several specialised Wimp handlers which, depending on the
nature of the event, are also called.
PROCDealWith_WimpMessage

PROCDealWith_NullEvent

PROCDealWith_WindowButtonClick

PROCDealWith_WindowButtonKeypress

PROCDealWith_WindowOpen

PROCDealWith_WindowClose

PROCDealWith_WindowRedraw

PROCDealWith_DataLoad

PROCDealWith_DataOpen

PROCDealWith_DataSave

Wimp specialised handlers

Masking Wimp events
Wimp events can be masked out (i.e. not reported by the task manager)
by calling
PROCUtils_SetPollMask(mask%)

where mask% is the new value of the poll mask. The value of the current
poll mask is FNUtils_GetPollMask .
The initial poll mask can be set via AppBasic’s Initial tool. If not
set, then it will be zero (i.e. reports all events).
Task
initialisation

Toolbox applications are initialised by calling the SWI
Toolbox_Initialise* which allows three entities to be specified:
1 The application’s resources directory
By default AppBasic assumes that it is the value of the system
variable† ...$Resources which points to the directory
containing the application’s resources. A different choice can
be specified via AppBasic’s Initial tool.

*
†

AppBasic automatically calls Toolbox_Initialise for you
System variables are usually defined in the application’s !Run file
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2 Which Toolbox events to receive
By default AppBasic applications will receive reports about all
their Toolbox events but this can be
restricted to a subset specified via the
Initial tool.

3 Which Wimp messages to receive
By default applications will receive all their Wimp messages
but this can be reduced to a subset via the Initial tool.
The Toolbox_Initialise SWI takes care of the following automatically:
i) Resfile
It tries to load a file called res in the resources directory
specified in (1) above. If a file called res is not found, then the
Toolbox tries resn where n is the currently configured
Territory number
ii) Sprites
The resources directory is searched for a Sprites file
appropriate for the current mode (i.e. called Sprites, Sprites22,
or Sprites23) and if such a file exists, a sprite area is allocated,
and the file loaded into this area
iii) Messages
Registers a file called ‘Messages’ found in the resources
directory with MessageTrans. If a file called Messages is not
found, then the Toolbox tries Messagen where n is the
currently configured Territory number. The task name must
be given in the client’s messages file; it should be an entry
with tag ‘_TaskName’.
Initial event
handlers

There are two event handlers which are called in response to the
application being run (double-clicked):
• PROCDealWith_PreInit is called before* task initialisation
• PROCDealWith_InitialEvent is called after task
initialisation but before the start of event polling.
Both procedures are called once only.
All “one-off” tasks (e.g. creating Toolbox objects, setting the initial
value of variables, DIMensioning arrays etc.) should be performed in
the definition of PROCDealWith_InitialEvent.

*

Toolbox methods cannot be called in PROCDealWith_PreInit so PROCDealWith_InitialEvent is the preferred
initial event handler. The main use of PROCDealWith_PreInit is to allow task initialisation to be influenced.
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CloseDown

The Utils library command
PROCUtils_Quit
causes event polling to cease when it is called by a poll event-handler.
Event polling will automatically cease when
• A Toolbox Quit_Quit event occurs
• A Wimp Quit message (0) is received
This can be intercepted and prevented by calling
PROCUtils_UnQuit
After polling has ceased and just before the application quits, the handler
PROCDealWith_CloseDown is called (once only) and is the last
opportunity to do something before the application quits.

Errors

The handler PROCDealWith_Error is called once only if an error
occurs. It is an opportunity to do something before the application quits.
For the edit-form of an application all errors are reported using error
throwback.
Error Throwback
When an error occurs a desktop window opens containing information
about the file (in the !RunImage directory), the error and the line where
the error occurred.

StrongED throwback window

Selecting the error line in the editor’s throwback window opens the file
where the error occurred, with the offending line highlighted.

Highlighted error line
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5. Writing Programs
Basic
programming
method

AppBasic programming consists of placing files in the !RunImage
directory (at any level). These files are BASIC libraries containing lists
of procedure and function definitions. Programming takes place in a
multifile environment - unusual (if not unique!) for BASIC.
Names of files
• Files stored at the top level should not have names beginning
with an exclamation mark (!)*
• Files whose names begin with tilde (~), or which are contained
in a directory whose name begins with tilde, will be ignored
The starting point is to place event-handlers in !RunImage for those
events to be responded to. The code in the definition of a handler can
call other procedures whose definitions are either in the (automatically
loaded) Toolbox or Utils libraries or are to be found in !RunImage.
Structure of files
Files should consist of a sequence of DEF PROC and DEF FN blocks.

Multifile editing

Although multifile editing may be unfamiliar to the BASIC
programmer, standard editors - such as StrongED - usually have
specific features for this style of editing; see your editor’s manual for
details.
Loading all files in !RunImage into an editor
The AppBasic Edit tool allows all the BASIC files in !RunImage
to be loaded into an editor - either as a single file or as multiple
files.
Finding DEFs
The AppBasic Search tool provides an elementary facility
allowing DEF PROCs and DEF FNs, in !RunImage, to be
searched for and their location listed in a throwback window. Just
supply the name (i.e. no PROC or FN is required). Adjust-selecting the
’Search’ tool lists every DEF in !RunImage.
The AppBasic Handlers tool, when Adjust-selected, lists the DEFs
of every handler in !RunImage.

Programming
rules and
reserved names

The main things to avoid in AppBasic programming are using line
numbers and name clashes with AppBasic’s main program. The
following rules should be observed:
• Line number references are not allowed
i.e. Libraries must not use GOTO, GOSUB, etc. You can use
RESTORE+ to access DATA statements.
• No variables whose names begin with ‘ (ASC 96)
Such variables are reserved for internal use by AppBasic

*

Names beginning with an exclamation mark are reserved for directive files which provide additional information
to the AppBasic manager
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• Reserved variables and names
• WIMP%
This is the name of a 512 byte array. When a Toolbox
or Wimp event occurs the first few bytes (<256) of
this array contain information about the event
• ID%
When a Toolbox event occurs this 24-byte array
contains information about the id’s of the object and
component where the event occurred
• Reserved Toolbox names
As well as the previous restrictions names beginning
with the following are reserved and must not be used
for variables, procedures or functions.
ColourDbox_ ColourMenu_ DCS_
FileInfo_
FontDbox_
FontMenu_
Iconbar
Menu_
PrintDbox_
ProgInfo_
Quit_
SaveAs_
Scale_
Utils_
Window_
Gadget_
ActionButton_Adjuster_
Button_
DisplayField_
Draggable_
NumberRange_OptionButton_ Popup_
ScrollList_ Slider_
StringSet_
Tabs_
TextArea_
ToolAction_ WritableField_TreeView_

Utils library

User libraries

The Utils library, which is automatically
loaded by an AppBasic application, has a
small collection of procedures and
functions whose names begin PROCUtils_
or FNUtils_ . Mainly these are to perform
some of the routine tasks which arise when
coding an application.

You can add any BASIC library of your own by just placing a copy of
its file(s) somewhere in the !RunImage directory.
Library directory
Selecting the Libraries icon in AppBasic’s Utils library pane opens a
directory where you can store your libraries.
Making a library manual
Dragging a BASIC file onto the Utils display causes AppBasic to
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construct a StrongHelp manual listing the DEF PROC/FNs in the file.
The names of PROCs and FNs used in a library must not clash with
those in the AppBasic main program and libraries. This is easily
achieved by following a few systematic rules:
• Library name
Give the library file a name and use this as the root name for
its procedures and functions. E.g. for a library file name
MyLib we would have procedures of the form
DEF PROCMyLib_xxx
...
ENDPROC

and
DEF FNMyLib_xxx
=...

• Internal (work) procedures and functions
AppBasic will ignore procedures whose names begin with an
underscore, when constructing a StrongHelp manual, E.g.
DEF PROC_MyLib_xxx
...
ENDPROC

• Use LOCAL variables wherever possible.
• Global variables
All global variables should be of the form _MyLib_xxx
• ’Free’ byte array
Remember that, in all AppBasic applications, there is a “free”
256 byte array at WIMP%+256,WIMP%+257,... available for
transient use by the procedures in your library.
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Messages

The MessageTrans module provides facilities for text messages to be
separated from the main body of an application. For a Toolbox
application the messages are held in a text file - “Messages ”- and the
application refers to them using tokens. This makes it much easier to
prepare versions of your program to supply to different international
markets. Changing your application’s textual output becomes a simple
matter of editing its messages file using your favourite text editor. For
details of the syntax of message files see Chapter 69, Message Trans,
volume 3 Programmers Reference Manuals.
AppBasic provides the following utilities for handling messages:
• FNUtils_Message_n(token$,...)
Returns a string containing the value of the token in the
application's Messages file. The value of n in the FN call
must be 0,1,2,3 or 4 depending on the number of arguments.
E.g. FNUtils_Message_1("_ERR","MYAPP") returns the
string The error is in MYAPP for a file containing the tag
_ERR:The error is in %0
• PROCUtils_Alert_n(token$,...)
Shows an alert-box on the screen. The argument token$ is a
token from the application's file ‘Messages’; the value of the
token is displayed. The value of n in the PROC call should be
0,1,2,3 or 4 depending on the number of arguments.
E.g. PROCUtils_Alert_0("_TaskName") displays an alert
dbox containing the name of the application.
• FNUtils_Alert_n(token$,...)
Shows an alert-box on the screen containing an 'OK' button
and a 'Cancel' button. If 'OK' is selected the value returned by
the function is TRUE, otherwise FALSE. The message
displayed (usually a question) is the value of a token in the
application's ‘Messages’ file. The value of n in the FN call
should be 0,1,2,3 or 4 depending on the number of arguments

Exporting text
from programs

In an AppBasic program most text which is output directly from the
program will be via an Alert dbox in a call such as PROCUtils_Alert or
FNUtils_Alert. The messages which they display should be placed in
the application’s Messages file and assigned a token. The calls can then
be replaced with the equivalent
PROCUtils_Alert_n(token$,...)
or
FNUtils_Alert_n(token$,...)
where token$ is the name of the token in the application’s messages file.
AppBasic’s Messages tool provides an easy way to locate such text
messages in !RunImage.
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AppBasic’s ’Messages’ tool

i) Selecting the !RunImage action button reports on Utils_Alert
calls in !RunImage. (This tool is useful for locating
untokenised text as well as tokens which have not been
defined in the application’s Messages file)
ii) Selecting the ’Messages’ action button reports on the tokens
in the application’s ’Messages’ file. (This tool is useful for
discovering which tokens in the application’s Messages file
are not called in !RunImage).
Resource files

The desktop-visible text held in a resource file can be exported using the
‘Export messages’ menu entry in a ResEd display's popup menu; see
page 423, User Interface Toolbox.

Exporting messages

The ‘Export messages’ entry leads to a Save as box containing a text file
icon. If you drag this icon into a Filer window or a text editor, ResEd
generates a file containing the messages from each object template. A
unique tag is generated automatically for each message, of the form:
object name|number:
where object name is the name of the object template and number is the
number of the message within that object You can then edit the resulting
message file, and reimport it by dragging onto the resource file display.
Making an
’International’
application

If the International option button is selected in AppBasic’s New app
save dbox, an application !Languages

!Languages

is added to the application’s main resources directory.
Language directories
Double-clicking !Languages displays a ’Resources’ directory whose
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subdirectories contain the application’s alternate resources* .

Languages

The names of these ’language’ subdirectories can be Territory numbers
or just names.
Selecting a language via the iconbar menu
An international application has an iconbar menu-entry named
’Language’ which points to a submenu. When the application is run, the
language subdirectories† appear as entries‡ in this submenu. Selecting an
entry in this submenu will make the resources in that directory the ones
preferred§ when the application is next run.
There is a menu-entry marked Auto. If this is selected the application
examines the system variable ResFind$LanguagesPref (if defined¶) to
see whether any of its choices of language are present; the first found is
selected as the preferred resources directory. If ResFind$LanguagesPref
is not defined then a directory corresponding to the current territory is
looked for. If that is found then that is used as the preferred resources
directory.
Using !Languages to define system variables
When !Languages is run with a parameter e.g.
Run <App$Dir>.!Languages App
the system variable App$Path is automatically defined with two
“leaves” - the first corresponds to the preferred language directory and
the second to the directory containing !Languages. The variable
App$Resources is also defined with the value** App:App.^

*

The position of the alternate resources in the language subdirectory should mimic that of its equivalent main
resources
† Of !Languages
‡ Territory numbers will be converted to the equivalent Territory name.
§ If a preferred resource is not present in the language subdirectory the main resource will be used instead
¶ The variable ResFind$LanguagesPref is used by the GAG application ResFind
** This is the equivalent of App: but allows a dot to be appended.
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Compression methods
Standard
method

Basic files in !RunImage consist of a sequence of PROC/FN definition
blocks. The start of a block is a DEF statement and it consists of every
line up to - but not including - the next DEF statement (or end of file).
The standard method does no compacting but it does remove every
procedure/function block which is defined in !RunImage but not called.
Similarly uncalled procedures/functions in the Toolbox and Utils
libraries are removed. If a procedure in !RunImage is
• defined more than once
• called but not defined
an error is reported. If the name of a variable, corresponding to a
standard Toolbox event code, is not present in !RunImage the variable
will not be defined in the resulting program.
In order for the standard method to work satisfactorily the following
restrictions apply:
• There must be no PROC/FN calls on the same program line as
a DEF statement. E.g.
DEF FNJim=FNSam
is not allowed, whereas
DEF FNJim
=FNSam
is OK.
• Strings must not contain the BASIC tokens for DEF, PROC or
FN*
All other compression methods first apply the standard method to
produce a single !RunImage file which they then compact or compile.

Shrink

Shrink is a public domain BASIC compacter which
• Removes blank lines
• Removes REM statements
• Removes *| statements
• Removes spaces
• Converts ASC("<char>") -> <number>
• Converts SYS "<name>" -> SYS <number>
• Converts integers to shortest available representation
• Shortens function names
• Shortens procedure names
• Shortens variable names
Shrink works with all versions of RISC OS

*

You can use the CHR$ function instead. E.g. def$=CHR$221
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StrongBS

When StrongBS is used* a dialogue box opens.

➊

➋
You can create a log
file here

You can select the filetype of
!RunImage here

StrongBS dbox

Compression is completed by
1 clicking the Squash action button,
2 clicking the Save action button
Squash options
Clicking the menu button over
the StrongBS dbox pops up a
menu. The options used for
squashing can be individually
selected from leaf entries the
'Options' submenu

'Options' menu

Saving choices
StrongBS compression choices can be saved,
as a mode, and given a name which will
appear in the Mode submenu. Selecting a
Mode entry is equivalent to individually
selecting its individual choices. A full
account of StrongBS options are given in its
!Help manual

Mode menu

BASCompress

*
†

The performance of BASCompress† is controlled by the system variable
BasCompress$Options
see the BasCompress manual for details.

StrongBS requires Aemulor to work on 32bit computers
BASCompress does not work on 32bit computers
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ABCCompiler

The ABC compiler* can be purchased from Castle, the owners of RISC
OS. It produces code which will run on all current RISC OS systems.
Compiler directives
Compiler directives, which are to take effect from the beginning of the
program should be included in a BASIC file !ABC placed† at the top
level of the !RunImage directory - one directive per line. E.g. The
statement
REM {TYPE=INTEGER}
placed in !ABC instructs the compiler to regard every variable as an
integer.
Be fussy about variable types and program structure
When using the ABC compiler here are some things to watch out for:
• Be strict about variable types in your program. Always use
integer arguments event%,object%,component% in eventhandlers etc. Alternatively, if you are only using integers you
can insert a TYPE=INTEGER directive which will take care of
everything.
• Note that the scope of LOCAL variables is different for
compiled programs.
• Remember that !ABC is very fussy about structure. It is a
good idea to keep 'testing the waters' by compiling frequently
after each small increment of code is added. This enables
errors to be more easily tracked. You are strongly advised to
practice compilation on a few simple examples before
undertaking a larger project.
Ensuring the ABCLibrary module
The ABCLib module must be loaded for ABC compiled programs to
run. (Permission is granted by its suppliers to ship the module with any
application which requires it). When a shell application is compiled the
appropriate RMEnsure commands are automatically added to the
application's Modules file.

*
†

The ABC compiler does not work with A9
You can automatically insert a file !ABC by selecting the entry from the Compress icon’s Help menu
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